Theoretical and experimental comparisons of gene expression indexes for oligonucleotide arrays.
Oligonucleotide expression arrays exhibit systematic and reproducible variation produced by the multiple distinct probes used to represent a gene. Recently, a gene expression index has been proposed that explicitly models probe effects, and provides improved fits of hybridization intensity for arrays containing perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probe pairs. Here we use a combination of analytical arguments and empirical data to show directly that the estimates provided by model-based expression indexes are superior to those provided by commercial software. The improvement is greatest for genes in which probe effects vary substantially, and modeling the PM and MM intensities separately is superior to using the PM-MM differences. To empirically compare expression indexes, we designed a mixing experiment involving three groups of human fibroblast cells (serum starved, serum stimulated, and a 50:50 mixture of starved/stimulated), with six replicate HuGeneFL arrays in each group. Careful spiking of control genes provides evidence that 88-98% of the genes on the array are detectably transcribed, and that the model-based estimates can accurately detect the presence versus absence of a gene. The use of extensive replication from single RNA sources enables exploration of the technical variability of the array.